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CHAPTER 13

THE MYTHS OF ‘RENEWISTAN’

[…] the land area dedicated to renewable energ y (‘Renewistan’) would occupy a space about the size of Australia to keep the carbon dioxide level at
450 ppm. To get to Hanson’s goal of 350 ppm of carbon dioxide, fossil fuel
burning would have to be cut to ZERO, which means another 3 terawatts
would have to come from renewables, expanding the size of Renewistan further by 26 percent.
Sau l Gr iffit h, Th e Long Now semi na r, 20081

RIDICULOUS ‘RENEWISTAN’
Authors and scholars associated with the Breakthrough Institute have been
fond of ridiculing the land and resource demands of a global conversion to renewable power (WWS or wind, water and solar) by mockingly claiming that a
new country, labelled ‘Renewistan’ would be needed. The implication is that
the land and resource costs of conventional renewables would prove to be impossibly large. In this spirit the Australian-A merican inventor Saul Griffith
gave a presentation at Stewart Brand’s ‘Long Now’ seminar series in 2008, in a
talk championed and propagated by Brand himself. But it is Renewistan itself
that is ridiculous.
The essence of Griffith’s contribution, which as it stands would condemn the
world to inactivity over renewables, is as follows. Between ‘now’ (2008) and 2033,
that is, over 25 years, Griffith postulates that the world needs to build 12.5 trillion
watts of zero-carbon power sources. He distributes them liberally –2 TW solar
PV, 2 TW solar thermal (mirrors and lenses), 2 TW wind, 2 TW geothermal,
3 TW nuclear and 0.5 TW biofuels. (I will return to these postulated goals in a

1. See the seminar text, available at: http://longnow.org/seminars/02009/jan/16/climate-
change-recalculated/.
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moment.) He then outlines what he calls the engineering challenges of building
these systems. For 2 TW of solar PV, the world would have to build 100 square
meters of solar cells every second, for the next 25 years, where the cells are rated
at 15 per cent efficiency and have good siting. For wind power, the world would
have to build 12 wind turbines rated at 3MW every hour for the next 25 years.
For 2 TW solar thermal the world would have to build 50 square meters of
mirrors every second for the next 25 years, at efficiency rating of 30 per cent.
These totals are clearly framed to sound impossibly large.
But it is the land areas that Griffith proposes that are the deadliest of his
miscalculations. Positing a size for Renewistan as being comparable to Australia
(with its 7.6 million km2 area) is bad enough; adding a further 26 per cent by
reducing use of fossil fuels to zero (which is, after all, the goal), would add a
further 2 million km2, to bring the total to 9.6 million km2 –which, if the figures
were true, would be so large as to condemn renewables to irrelevancy.
But they are not true –and I propose to show why. Whatever gloss Griffith
chooses to give this contribution, its major impact is undoubtedly to discourage
anyone from viewing conventional renewables as real alternatives to the fossil
fuels status quo.
Hao Tan and I evaluated such claims (indirectly) by examining the real
resource and materials requirements needed to meet a 100 per cent conversion
of energy systems to renewables. We met the task of reviewing what would be the
manufacturing and power generation challenge in a paper we published in the
Journal of Sustainable Energy Engineering, in 2014. Instead of trying to estimate likely
power levels needed in 25 years and working backwards from there, we instead
posed the 10 TW challenge as a means of substituting for most of the world’s fossil
fuel energy systems. At realistic rating assumptions, this 10 TW nominal target
translates into actual installed capacity of 31.4 TW. Using the same terminology
as Griffith (and reproduced by Brand) we may engage with the challenges of
meeting the resource requirements of a country called Renewistan.
Hao Tan and I took actual examples of operating renewable power systems
as providing benchmarks for wind, solar PV and CSP systems. Updating
this work, we may take actual examples of renewable energy projects as our
benchmarks. For solar PV we may take as best practice case the Montalto di
Castro solar PV park in Italy, completed by the contractor SunPower in 2010,
and operating at 84 MW from an area of 1.7 km2 –or at a land ‘cost’ of 50
MW per km2. For wind power let us take the Shepherds Flat wind farm in the
US as typical of recent installations, operating at 845 MW out of an area of 78
km2 or a land ‘cost’ of a little over 10 MW per km2. For CSP we may take the
Noor I plant in Morocco as world’s best practice for CSP, generating power at
160 MW at a land ‘cost’ of 16 km2 for 1 GW of power, or 62.5 MW per km2
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(the project is described in Chapter 7 above). We thus have increasing densities
of power generation:
Wind    
10 MW/
km2
Solar PV    50 MW/k m2
CSP     
62 MW/
k m2
Hao Tan and I then sketched the land and physical resources required to reach a
10 TW goal of installed capacity, and a plausible pathway through which this might
be achieved. Rather than replicate exactly what we did, let me take some examples
that are closer to the Griffith calculations, and closer to the immediate concerns
of China and India. Let us start with Griffith’s notional distribution of renewable
power requirements as being 2 TW wind, 2 TW solar PV, and 2 TW CSP. If we
take him at his word and ignore the capacity factors, this would translate into a land
requirement for wind (at 10 MW/km2) of 200,000 km2; for solar PV (at a land ‘cost’
of 50 MW/km2) of 40,000 km2; and for CSP (at 62 MW/km2) of 33,000 km2 –or a
total land area for ‘Renewistan’ of 273,000 km2. This is large certainly –but less than
one sixth the size of Mongolia (in fact 16 per cent of Mongolia). I choose Mongolia as
point of comparison because it is adjacent to China and has already demonstrated
a willingness to convert some of its abundant renewable resources to facilities to
generate electric power that can be exported to China. It is also the least densely
populated country on the planet and thus an ideal candidate to embark on a large-
scale renewable power programme. So Renewistan could easily fit into Mongolia,
a country with a strong policy of exploiting its land and renewable resources to
generate renewable power –for itself, and for export to neighbouring China.
If we take a different approach and specify a straightforward 10 TW ‘Big
Push’ made up from a mix of wind, solar PV and CSP (say, 2 TW wind, 5 TW
solar PV and 3 TW CSP) then this would translate into land requirements
for wind of 200,000 km2, for solar PV of 100,000 km2 and for CSP of 50,000
km2, or a total of 350,000 km2 –in this case less than a quarter the size of
Mongolia.2 Again an estimate of the size of ‘Renewistan’ is that it would fit
comfortably within an existing country like Mongolia.
2. The land area of Mongolia is 1,553,000 km2. If we introduce capacity factors and set
all sources at a rating equivalent to 100 per cent then these would result in nominal power
ratings of 4 TW for wind, 10 TW for solar PV and 15 TW for CSP, based on capacity
factors of 0.33 for wind; a capacity factor of 0.20 for solar PV; and for CSP a capacity
factor of 0.32 (based on the Moroccan Noor I plant, as described below in Chapter 15).
These estimates of capacity required, which already exceed capacity of present power
systems, would result in larger land requirements.
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So much then for the claim that Renewistan would need a land area of
9.6 million km2 if the world is to move to zero fossil fuels. This is a completely
erroneous claim, wildly out by a factor of 30 or 40 depending on how the
calculations using real experiences are done. It is long overdue that these erroneous calculations be taken down from the web where they continue to do
much mischief.
As for the manufacturing requirements of the 10 TW Big Push, Hao Tan
and I calculated these as being considerable but again well within the bounds
of the feasible. For wind power the total material requirements each year would
be 29 million tons iron, 90 million tons steel and 580 million tons concrete
each year over the 20 year period. These are relatively small quantities when
compared with the world’s yearly output of 1.1 billion tons iron, 1.4 billion tons
steel and 3.4 billion tons cement (all for the year 2011). As point of comparison
with the present scale of manufacturing output, we pointed to the automobile
industry that churns out 84 million cars and commercial vehicles every year
(or 2,300 vehicles globally every day); this allows us to view the production of 3
million wind turbines over 20 years in a fresh light. Likewise Nokia and other
companies build around 1.75 billion mobile phones every year –or around 5
million every day. This again sets the task of producing solar calls and reflective
mirrors at the scale required in an appropriate light.
These calculations that Hao Tan and I have been publishing are all hypothetical calculations, designed to show the technical and resource feasibility of
a 100 per cent renewables global energy strategy. In practice over the next 20
years there will doubtless be improvements in efficiency, in capacity factors,
and in yield (e.g., as the size of wind turbines increases, or the scale of CSP
plants improves), while there will be further cost reductions as the scaling-up
of these benign energy sources is enhanced.
It turns out that the scary targets like 100 square meters of solar cells having
to be manufactured every second for 25 years, and land areas comparable to
that of Australia, are in fact very wide of the mark. Renewistan is in fact easily
accessible, and (depending on the approach to the calculation) could fit within
one sixth to one quarter of a country like Mongolia, without disturbing present
herding activities. The power generated would be available to drive the country’s
own industrialization and export the surplus to next-door neighbour China.
Of course India does not have such large, sparsely populated countries
adjacent to it. India’s best candidate would be Kazakhstan, a huge country
nearly twice the size of Mongolia (at 2.7 million km2). The issue is that power
from Kazakhstan would have to pass through either Pakistan or China to
reach India; this is a geopolitical complication. India would be best served
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by pursuing its own domestic renewable power developments (as it is doing
through its National Solar and National Wind Missions) and working to
promote international initiatives (like the East Asian Super Grid and the
Global Energy Interconnection) to supplement its domestic resources.
The upshot of this analysis, based on scaling up from current wind
power, solar and CSP installations, and utilizing known material and land
requirements, is that the task of providing the world with 10 trillion watts of
renewable power at 100 per cent capacity (or 30 trillion watts nominal capacity) is certainly a manufacturing challenge –but one that could be met with
sufficient resources and coordination. And this is of course exactly what China
is doing with its Five Year Plan targets for renewables and its channelling of
finance towards investments needed to achieve the targets, and what India is
starting to do with its National Solar and Wind Missions.

REBUTTING THE ARGUMENTS RAISED
AGAINST RENEWABLES
While the case ‘against’ renewables is widely canvassed (that they are fluctuating, unreliable, and not centralized), and heavily publicized, the case for
them –that they are reliable in aggregate, secure, and capable of generating
power at close to zero marginal cost –is seldom spelled out in detail. So let me
do so in this chapter.
The fundamental advantages of renewables, as revealed by practical experience in China as well as in industrialized countries like Germany (e.g.,
Morris and Pehnt 2012), are these. They are clean (low to zero-carbon); they are
non-polluting (important in China and India with their high levels of particulate
pollution derived from coal). They tap into inexhaustible energy sources. They
have close-to-zero running costs since they do not need fuel. All of these advantages
are self-evident. Moreover they are diffuse. Rather than being endlessly characterized as a defect, this needs to be viewed instead as a fundamental advantage,
since this means that renewable sources are decentralized, and can be harvested
by both large and by small operations wherever they may be found. If they
matched the power density of a nuclear power plant this would have to be seen
as a defect. These are all obvious advantages.
Some advantages of renewables are not at all obvious and need to be made
explicit. Fundamentally, renewables are scalable. They can operate at a power
level of 1 kW, to 1 MW, to 100 MW or 1000 MW (1 GW) –all the way up to 1
TW, or 10 TW. They are scalable because they can be built in modular fashion –
one solar panel, 100 solar panels, 1000 solar panels. As they are replicated in this
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fashion so their power ratings continue to rise, without complexity cutting back
on efficiency. This cannot be said of nuclear reactors, which have an optimal
operational size –below which or above which the plant under-performs
Moreover as renewables scale they do not present greater and greater
hazards. Instead they are relatively benign technologies, without serious risks
other than the risks inherent in any complex piece of equipment that needs
to be fabricated and erected. When they utilize hazardous materials, like the
cadmium in Cd-Te solar cells, there is a ready solution: it is to recycle materials
in order to minimize the use and waste of virgin materials.
Because renewables devices are always the products of manufacturing, they
can in-principle be produced anywhere. This is fundamentally why renewables
provide energy security –because a country can build its energy security
through building manufacturing systems that can operate independently of
the vagaries of supplies (and prices) of fossil fuels. No wonder China, India
and Brazil are turning to renewables as fast as is technically and economically
possible. And as they do so, they drive down costs even more, and provide
further incentives for market expansion and entry by presently underdeveloped
countries into the industrialization process. This is a virtuous cycle. It was
blocked by fossil fuels and their infrastructure controlled by the developed
world. But greening processes unblock the process. That is why it is so fruitful –
and why green development is the culmination and likely next chapter in a
process of global industrialization.
Another advantage is their close-to-zero running costs. This is the issue
that is used by techno-optimist writers such as Jeremy Rifkin to make an implausible case for renewables as providing the means for prosumers to exchange
energy directly in peer-to-peer networks that bypass markets. On this flimsy
basis Rifkin speculates that renewables will undermine the foundations of capitalism.3 The fact that renewables have close-to-zero running costs is a material factor in making them so attractive for developing countries in particular,
given that such countries do not have to bear the burden of fuel payments in
generating power. But no feature of renewables has given rise to such needless
controversy, because these close-to-zero running costs undermine the business
model of large, centralized power generation utilities.
All kinds of strange arguments are fashioned in relation to this question.
Some claim that by being used to generate baseload power in the middle
3. Rifkin makes the case in his two recent books (Rifkin 2013, 2014) and in his four-part
blog posting at The World Post, Nov 2015, available at: http://w ww.huffingtonpost.com/
jeremy-r ifkin/t hird-i ndustrial-revolution-g reen-economy_b _8286142.html.
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of the day, when sunshine and wind tend to be abundant, renewables
power imposes greater costs on the grid –to the disbenefit of all power
consumers. Here we see arguments that are desperately grappling with the
fact that there is indeed an energy transition under way. Yes, the transition
is undermining existing business models based on the capacity to earn
extra profits by supplying baseload power at average prices when in fact
the marginal costs of generating in the middle of the day are lower. The
entrenched power utilities that persevere with such arguments are unlikely
to survive the transition.

SUPERIORITY OF RENEWABLES
Fundamentally, the superiority of conventional renewables lies in their being
always the products of manufacturing –and mass production manufacturing,
where economies of scale really play a role.4 This means that they offer genuine energ y security in so far as manufacturing can in principle be conducted
anywhere. There are no geopolitical pressures stemming from accidents of
chance where one country has deposits of a fossil fuel but another does not.
Manufactured devices promise an end to the era in which energy security
remains closely tied to geopolitics and the projection of armed force (Klare
2012). Unless nuclear can be moved off its dependence on uranium, it will by
contrast be subject to endless geopolitical uncertainty.
Manufacturing is characterized by improving efficiencies as experience is
accumulated –with consequent cost reductions captured in the learning or experience curve. Manufacturing generates increasing returns; it can be a source
of rising incomes and wealth without imposing further stresses on the earth.
Add to these advantages that renewables promise economic advantages of the
first importance: they offer rural employment as well as urban employment
in manufacturing industry; they offer an innovative and competitive energy
sector; and they offer an export platform. From this perspective, renewables
would seem to be good business –as India and China well understand.
This is to list the advantages of renewables without even having to mention
their low and diminishing carbon emissions. Indeed they offer the only real long-
term solution to the problem of cleaning up energy systems. They offer real
decarbonization –without assuming that this process has to pass through the
hydrogen stage.
4. The argument is outlined in my paper co-authored with Erik Reinert and published
in Futures in 2014.
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With all these advantages, it is little wonder that China and now India
are throwing so much effort into building renewable energy systems at scale.
These are not exercises undertaken for ethical or decorative purposes, but as
national development strategies of the highest priority.

Clean and non-polluting
As compared with the particulate pollution from the burning of fossil fuels (and
it forms a particularly toxic soup in China’s cities, where what is combined is
emissions from factories, power stations, cars, and trucks) and the pollution
from the mining and transport of uranium in the use of nuclear power, the
use of renewables is remarkably pollution free. Insofar as renewables devices
utilize real technologies and real materials (like cadmium in Cd-Te thin film
solar cells) they can pose environmental threats. And the production of silicon ingots as source for crystalline silicon solar cells in China is also prone
to pollution from the carbon tetrachloride production process. These are all
real environmental hazards (they would not be real-world processes if they
had none) –but once identified then there can be substantial efforts devoted to
finding substitutes that are less toxic.
The main point is that the use of renewables to generate power –sunlight
falling on solar cells and wind blowing turbines –is pollution-free. There can
be no getting around this fundamental point.

Tap into inexhaustible renewable resources
Unlike fossil fuels power sources and nuclear power with its dependence on
uranium reserves, renewables pose no risks of exhaustion of resources. The
wind will blow and the sun will shine –no matter what.
Through all these debates, the fact is that REs are complex technologies.
The debate over the case for or against them has been shaped since the 1970s
by Lovins’ famous article on ‘soft paths’ vs ‘hard paths’.5 And these terms still
help to shape the debate today. For example, the fact that renewables have a
benign failure mode is a strong element of the case for them, as opposed to a
‘hard’ failure mode in the case of nuclear power.
The REs option is essentially a technology option. Anyone who has visited
a wind turbine factory in China cannot escape that impression. Building wind
turbines is every bit as technologically demanding as building ships –in scale
5. See Lovins (1976).
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and complexity and technological sophistication. These are technology options
and technological choices. My argument is that China and India are now
making their technology choices –and these will have long-term repercussions
that will be to the advantage of these countries. Their beneficial effects in
terms of lower carbon emissions are fortunate side-effects.

Practicable, scalable, replicable
The world does not have to wait for an ‘energy miracle’ to enjoy the benefits of
renewables –the technologies underpinning solar PV and wind power are already mature and well developed. Emerging improvements are well attested –
such as improvements in conversion efficiency of solar cells. The costs are
reasonable, and declining. In other words, renewables are a supremely practicable energy option. They are scalable in the sense that they can be rolled out
almost without limit, and in the sense that they are modular and easily expanded –unlike nuclear power stations which grow more complex the bigger
they get. And renewables are replicable in the sense that a solar PV system installed in one city can be replicated in 100 cities, or 1000 cities –because such
systems are based on manufacturing and on controlled conditions of production rather than on the vagaries of mining, drilling and extraction. We shall
refer to these properties of practicability, scalability and replicability again as
we work through sixth wave eco-innovations, and particularly in our discussion of eco-cities in the penultimate chapter.
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